Abstract-Most nonlinear high-resolotion bearing estimators are unstable in the presence of correlated noise, system phase errors, and mnltipath arrivals because they inadvertently place too much emphasis on unstable eigenveetors of the cross-sensor correlation matrix. For moderately correlated noise there will be sufficiently many stable eigenvectors to resolve and localize discrete sources. A method is given (the "stable nonlinear method" or SNLM) whereby reweighting of the eigenvectors is achieved implicitly, without actual calculation of the eigenvectors. This SNLM is compared with Capon's madmum likelibood method (") in simulations of correlated noise, partially correlated signals, and phase errors, and is shown to provide good stability in the cases considered.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
ENSOR ARRAY PROCESSING is the extraction of useful information about the propagating field from measurements obtained by an array of sensors. A common feature of most applications is that practical considerations constrain both the number of sensors employed and their placement. The use of sophisticated signal-processing methods to combat these limitations is an option of growing importance, particularly as computation costs decline.
Because many of the well-known nonlinear high-resolution array-processing methods exhibit severe degradation when the data include such perturbations as system phase errors or correlated arrivals, concern has been raised over the usefulness of these methods in practice, especially in correlated ambient-noise environments. Indeed, the more basic question can be asked: Is there remaining in the perturbed data information sufficiently accurate for any nonlinear method to perform well? Recent work [l] , [2] has shown that in many cases of interest the answer is affirmative. The purpose of this paper is to exploit the findings of [ 11 and [2] to construct stable high-resolution estimators.
The motivation for much of the discussion that follows is found in problems associated with bearing estimation from low-frequency acoustic data; however, the mathematical techniques are quite general and the results obtained have wide application.
The new methods we present here (and most other nonlinear methods) accept as data the matrix R of estimated (timeaveraged) single-frequency cross-sensor correlations (i.e., the input cross-spectral matrix). The generalized eigenvectors of R associated with the smaller generalized eigenvalues contain, in their null structure, the desired information about the discrete sources present. To obtain these generalized eigenvectors explicitly, it is necessary to know the noise-only crosssensor correlation matrix. In practice we can at best estimate this matrix, and in the nonlinear methods we present here the generalized eigenvectors are not explicitly calculated. The behavior of these nonlinear estimators is analyzed entirely in terms of the ordinary eigenvectors of R , using the findings of V I and P I .
We showed in [l] and [2] that when the noise is correlated the degrading effects of phase-error perturbations are not spread uniformly over all the eigenvectors of R , but rather that certain ones are severely degraded while others are very stable. A consequence of this is that stable bearing estimation is possible and is achieved by relying on the stable eigenvectors, either through direct computation and selection of eigenvectors, or through the nonlinear procedure discussed below.
Theoretically, when the noise is correlated one should first "prewhiten" before calculating eigenvectors. In practice this requires knowing the noise-only correlation matrix. When phase errors are present they alter the noise-only matrix, so that estimates derived from theoretical models of noise fields will not be correct unless the phase errors can also be determined. We show below that even using the unperturbed noise matrix, to estimate the perturbed one for prewhitening, does not work. The conclusion appears to be that, unless the noise-only matrix can be estimated from data that includes the phase errors (nearby frequency bins, e.g.), prewhitening will not be effective; the ordinary eigenvectors of R must be relied upon to provide the estimates of bearing, hence our emphasis on them in this paper.
II. THE EIGENVECTORS OF R
We shall assume throughout that we have an array of N sensors, arbitrarily configured, and that the expected crosssensor correlation matrix R , associated with the particular frequency of interest, has for the case of uncorrelated signals the form 
T=(B+)-1RB-'=a2 ,j2(ejtg-1)t(eitB-')+p21. (3)
Choosing y 
%
= p2 and ejtB-'y, = 0, for n 2 J -k 1; for n I J, c, > p2.
'
a Setting x, = B-'y, the Oj can be found among the roots of the functions X,(@) = e(0)txn, for n 2 J + 1. The x, are the ted noise) x, = zn and c, = X,, and the null structure associated with the z,, n 2 J + 1, contains the desired information. As Q begins to deviate from I, the eigenvectors whose eigenvalues X, are smallest (the "smallest" eigenvectors of R) begin to exhibit some of the behavior of the smallest eigenvectors of Q itself. If Q corresponds to an isotropic noise field and the array is a uniform line array that is oversampled, then the smallest Z, are nearly orthogonal to all the plane-wave arrival vectors in the visible region; this is not true for zn with n closer to J + 1. Some illustrations will help to clarify this
In each of the figures presented below we shall be point.
concerned with bearing response functions of the form
In Fig. 1 we have the bearing response function corresponding to u, = L = 13, M = 25, for a 25 x 25 matrix R.
Here the line array is uniform, twice oversampled, with sensor spacing d = X/4. The noise consists of spherical isotropic noise plus uncorrelated noise at -20 dB re the isotropic noise. There is one plane-wave signal at broadside of power 0 dB relative to the total noise power. Fig. 2 shows the response (4) for L = 2, it4 = 12. In each figure the top curve is the no-phase-error case, the ones below corresponding to five independent simulations of R, with 6 > 0 chosen to give phase errors within t-5 '. It is obvious that, in the presence of phase errors, the eigenvectors cmesponding to the smallest eigenvalues are unstable within the visible region, while those corresponding to the higher eigenvalues are stable within this region. Figs. 3 and 4 show the effect of phase errors on resolution; here we replace the broadside signal with two uncorrelated ones at t-0.0075?r/dY each of power 0 dB re the total noise power. The smallest eigenvector (L = M = 25) fails to resolve, even when there are no phase errors (Fig. 3) , while the sum for L = 8, M = 1 1 (Fig. 4) The stable nonlinear method (SNLM) has a similar form, but involves a different weighting of the terms to emphasize the eigenvectors with stable null structure, while deemphasizing the terms for n = 1, * -e , J (which hinder resolution) and the terms for n near N (which were shown to be unstable). The SNLM estimator is given by
III. THE STABLE NONLINEAR METHOD
SNLM(B)= l/e(B)tR-1/2(R+a2R-1)-KR-1/2e(8) (6)
or Here K = 0, 1, 2, * -* and a are parameters to be chosen by the user. Because tr (R) = N, the average of the A, is 1; choosing a near 1 emphasizes eigenvectors with eigenvalue near 1. It is important that a be chosen greater than the eigenvalues of the unstable eigenvectors, but not greater than
hJ. As we demonstrate below, the SNLM is not overly sensitive to the choice of a, so long as these extremes are avoided. By raising the value of K we increase the relative emphasis placed on the eigenvectors with A, near a. Note that K = 0 gives MLM, so SNLM extends the MLM.
In Figs In Fig. 7 we have the SNLM for K = 6 and at = 6.0, 1 .O, and 0.5, showing that the SNLM is not overly sensitive to the choice of a. If a is too large we lose resolution due to the increased weighting of the terms for n I J; if a is too small we lose stability due to the increased weighting of the unstable eigenvectors. When the signal arrivals are partially correlated, most nonlinear methods fail, either by not resolving or by putting bias in the peak locations. In the simple case of two planewave arrivals in uncorrelated noise, the cause of the problem is easily shown to be the decrease in h2 [12, p. 541; as the angle between signals decreases and/or the amount of correlation increases, the second eigenvalue A2 approaches p 2 , so that the reciprocal weighting by A,-' in (5) emphasizes the n = 2 term to an ever greater degree. The SNLM can handle the partially correlated case ( a s long as h2 > a) if we use moderately high values of K to deemphasize the terms n = 1, --* , J. In Fig. 8 we show MLM, without and with phase errors (top curves) and the SNLM for these cases (below); here K = 12, a2 = 1 .O, and the two signals have a correlation coefficient of (0.9,O").
In this section we have discussed the SNLM in terms of the eigenvectors of R and the reweighting of terms that achieves stable estimation. In the next section we derive the SNLM in terms of the prewhitened matrix T and estimates of the matrix
IV. DEWATION OF THE SNLM
Q.
With T the prewhitened matrix of ( where, as before, X, (@ = e(B)tx,. Because c, 2 c,,] , the reciprocal weighting by c, in (8) emphasizes the terms for n 1 J + 1 , for which X,&$) = 0. When Q = I we have x, = z,, so that xntx, = 1 for all n. If Q # I we have x,tQx, = 1 but we no longer have x,tx, = 1; in fact the most unstable x, have x,tx, largest, hence the instability of MLM when the noise is correlated. To see this, consider qN, the smallest eigenvector of Q, with eigenvalue aN. Then x = qN/diN has xtx = aN-l , while xtQx = 1. Those x, whose component in the qN direction is large will have large norms; xntx, will be large. But because qNtQqN is the minimum value of qtQq, subject to 474 = 1 , such x, will have x,tQx, small, relative to the value of x,tx,. If Q corresponds to isotropic noise, as above, this will mean that X,(B) is near zero for all 0 in the visible region, and hence will have unstable null structure.
Writing the denominator of (8) as 
we see that we can enhance the emphasis on the terms for n 2 J + 1 by replacing T-I with T -K , for some K 2 2. This would change all the cn-' to c , -~, thereby improving resolution. Writing we obtain a new estimator, in terms of the matrices R and Q, by taking the reciprocal of (10). Comparing (10) with the denominator of (6) we find that the only difference is that Q is replaced by (I + ( Y~R -~) -' .
Notice that (I + ( Y~R -~) -' has eigenvectors ZI, -* * , ZN and eigenvalues p,, = hn2/(Xn2 + at), and that the ratio ,un/hn is greatest for those X, near a.
The SNLM is, in effect, using the estimator based on (lo), but
as the estimate of Q. When a is near 1.0 we are increasing the emphasis on the middle eigenvectors of R itself to estimate the noise. When the noise is not highly concentrated spatially this is not unreasonable, as the simulations earlier demonstrated.
It is interesting to note that in using SNLM we incorporate a noise estimate that, in the case of phase errors, has the proper perturbations included. The noise component of I? is Q = DQDt, and our estimate is
The importance of having D in the noise estimate is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Here we have the reciprocal of (lo), using the exact Q matrix for prewhitening, without phase errors (top curve) and with phase errors (below), for K = 12.
Comparison with Fig. 7 shows that using R to estimate Q through the SNLM is far superior to "exact" prewhitening without using D. V. CONCLUSIONS We have shown, using simulated cases of correlatd noise, correlated signals, and phase errors, that,the matrix of crosssensor correlations can, in fact, retain sufficiently accurate information to permit effective nonlineai bearing! estimation; Furthermore, we have presented techniques, referred to as stable nonlinear methods (SNLM), that extend Capon's MLM and provide stable high-resolution bearing estimation. Because both the MLM and SNLM extend to more general types of parameter estimation, there is reason,to believe that stability can also be achieved using SNLM in such applications as range and depth estimation in complex acoustic environments (Pekeris channel, e.g.).
The phaseerror problem considered here is a special form of mismatch between received data and physical model. Sensitivity of nonlinear estimators to such mismatch has been a topic of interest for some time [14] .
